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“Market Check Paris”  
Great interest and new prospects for the market of Salumi DOP 

Piacentini in France 
 
The mission to France for producers associated with the Consortium of PDO Salumi 

Piacentini, which took place on 23 and 24 June in the city of Paris, ended successfully. 

A two-day event aimed at introducing producers to the dynamics of the different 

distribution channels, to increase the competitiveness of the three PDOs of 

Piacenza charcuterie on the French market, leveraging the distinctive values that 

certify the quality of products protected by the European Union. 

Four local producers took part in the valuable initiative, which is part of the activities of 

Europe, open air taste museum, the European project for the promotion and 

valorisation of European certified quality products that the Consortium has launched 

in 2019. 

The delegation, composed of Alessandro Grossetti (Salumificio Grossetti), Mayeur 

Cristophe (Salumificio Giordano), Nicolò Rossi (Salumificio La Coppa), Jan Pierre Ayad 

(Salumificio S. Carlo) and Lorella Ferrari, representing the Consortium, was led by 

by Dr. Deborah Clarin of ICE France and Beatrice Benfatti of Fiere di Parma, who 

handled both the information and organisational side of the mission. 

The day on Thursday 23 June began with a visit to Transgourmet France, a major 

distributor of food products for the Ho.Re.Ca. sector, where they were welcomed by 

Laurent Delberghe, Director of Large Customers, who explained the dynamics of the 

Group, sharing objectives and interests.  From there, the producers reached the 

manager of the Monoprix Saint Paul shop, who introduced them to the specific 

dynamics of large-scale distribution. 

Clemence Letannou and Caroline Baille, Purchasing Managers of Delicatessen Products  

 



 

at La Grande Epicerie, a historical retailer of high-end food products high-end food 

retailers, completed the overview of the main distribution sectors in the French market, 

also involving the delegation during lunch. 

In the afternoon, the producers joined Claude Auber, deputy director of INTERMARCHE 

Issy Les Moulineaux, another important outlet in the large-scale retail channel, who 

shared how Piacenza PDO products are perfectly aligned with the post-pandemic 

consumption trends of the French market. 

The day's programme continued with a visit to Eataly in Rue Sainte Croix de la 

Bretonnerie, a shop that clearly represents the need to adapt the format and product 

selection to the French taste. The experience ended with dinner at the L'Osteria 

d'Eataly restaurant. 

The second day of Market Check saw the involvement of important import companies. 

The first was SUM, importer and distributor of high-end products to both French and 

Italian restaurants and traditional specialised shops. Owner Emilio Agiato personally 

welcomed the delegation, showing interest in the PDO products of our territory in 

terms of value and quality. 

The visit continued at CAUSSES, an independent proximity shop, where once again the 

producers were able to relate directly with the owner of the three shops, Alexis Roux 

de Bézieux, whose guests they were for lunch. 

The two-day mission ended at TREO ITALIA, an import company dealing with the large-

scale retail sector. Dominique Marrast, Purchasing Director, illustrated the company's 

processes of analysis, selection and network selection of the best Italian producers. 

A more than positive balance is therefore what is recorded at the end of this important 

activity, in which the producers associated with the Consortium were able to approach 

all the leading distribution sectors of the French market, sharing its dynamics and 

prospects with particular reference to the charcuterie sector. 

"During the visits that animated the Mission, an important interest emerged in the towards  

 



 

PDO-labelled products," explains Director Roberto Belli, "in particular, it is the values 

underlying European certified quality products - link with the territory, long tradition, 

production methods that respect high European standards - that are the driving force behind 

consumption choices and therefore distribution in the food sector. that are a driving force 

behind consumption and therefore distribution choices in the food sector. Although this is 

only the beginning of a long journey, we are aware of how these exchange and sharing 

activities are of primary importance so that our PDO-labelled products of excellence can be 

known and recognised for their unique characteristics and find the right positioning in new 

markets."  

The Consorzio Tutela Salumi DOP Piacentini (Consortium for the Protection of 

Protected Designation of Origin Salumi from Piacenza) will be present again in France 

next autumn, with an institutional stand within Sial Paris, the international food fair 

scheduled from 15 to 19 October 2022, which brings together the best of the world's 

agrifood offer. 
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